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Looking for something to read?  See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful.  We will be adding to the list over time.   
 

[Posted: November 12, 2019—9:30 AM EST] Global equity markets are generally higher this 

morning.  The EuroStoxx 50 is up 0.4% from its last close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 

closed up 0.9%.  Chinese markets were up, with the Shanghai composite up 0.2% and the 

Shenzhen index up 0.2% from the prior close.  U.S. equity index futures are signaling a flat open.  

With 445 companies having reported, the S&P 500 Q3 earnings stand at $42.50, higher than the 

$41.08 forecast for the quarter.  The forecast reflects a 4.0% decrease from Q3 2018 earnings.  

Thus far this quarter, 75.5% of the companies reported earnings above forecast, while 17.5% 

reported earnings below forecast.   

 

It’s a quiet morning from the cold Midwest.  Auto tariff delay expected.   The president speaks in 

New York.  Investment may be weakening, and imports offer a warning.  Here is what we are 

watching this morning: 

 

Tariff delay:  The decision on whether to apply sanctions on European autos is due tomorrow, 

but all indications suggest that the White House will delay the decision for another six months.  

Talks continue and there is some speculation European automakers may move additional 

production to the U.S.   In an interesting development, it appears USTR Lighthizer was working 

on a “mini-deal” with European negotiators, which was designed to reduce tariffs on chemicals 

and fisheries products.  The Europeans turned down the proposal, citing rules that the WTO 

generally frowns upon such bilateral arrangements.  What we find interesting about this proposal 

is that it appears Lighthizer may be spearheading efforts to negotiate small trade wins for the 

administration, likely for political reasons as we head into 2020.  We doubt that the overall 

position of the administration has changed; trade restrictions are still preferred, but 

postponements and small trade deals are the likely path for the next year.  After that, we would 

look for a resumption of hostilities.  

 

The president speaks:  President Trump will give a talk at the Economic Club of New York at 

noon EST.  We expect mostly a speech highlighting the economic successes of his 

administration, but the market’s focus will be on anything said about trade talks with China.  We 

doubt we will hear anything of substance but there is always a chance that something new will 

emerge.  

  

United States:  With most S&P 500 companies having reported their third-quarter earnings, a 

new analysis of the reports suggests capital expenditures were up a modest 3.2% in the period.  

That’s roughly in line with the tepid growth in the second quarter, but the companies indicated 

the growth rate will slip to just 1.8% in the fourth period, underlying the continued slowdown 
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spawned by weaker global demand, Brexit, and the U.S.-China trade war.  The news is likely to 

be negative for U.S. equities. 

 

Import warning?  West coast ports are reporting a sharp decline in import activity; inbound 

container handling fell 14.1% last month compared to a year ago.  Imports have a close 

relationship with overall consumption; the decline in imports is being blamed on trade 

uncertainty but if some of the drop is due to falling orders, it could be a sign of economic 

weakness. 

 

 
 

This chart shows the relationship between the annual average of consumption and import 

contribution to GDP.  In 1947, the two series were correlated at -57%, but beginning in 1973 the 

correlation has been -71%.  Since 1970, every recession has included a positive contribution 

from imports; since imports are a drag on growth, this means that the decline in import growth 

becomes a positive contributor to GDP growth.  At present, import’s contribution is barely 

negative at -12 bps, the smallest since Q1 2013 when this segment reported a -6 bps contribution.  

If the aforementioned shipping data merely represents trade war fears, it’s likely that the data is 

merely picking up changes in trade patterns.  In other words, other parts of the world could be 

making up for losses from Asian trade.  However, if it is reflecting overall weakness, it’s an early 

warning that there are problems developing.  

 

United States-Japan-South Korea:  A day after the chairman of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff 

called on South Korea to reverse its decision to end an intelligence-sharing pact with Japan, the 

Japanese government said Defense Minister Taro Kono and South Korean Defense Minister 

Jeong Kyeong-doo will discuss the matter on the sidelines of the ASEAN defense ministers’ 

meeting in Thailand on November 23, just ahead of the pact’s scheduled termination at the end 

of the month.  There is a significant chance that the two sides will merely use the occasion to 

repeat their positions in the continued dispute over Japan’s behavior in Korea before and during 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/west-coast-imports-plunge-as-tariffs-hit-consumer-goods-11573504083?shareToken=st0e2cc67b2cf84df381967a52e34202bc
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-military-chief-urges-south-korea-not-to-quit-pact-with-japan-11573474440?mod=searchresults&page=1&pos=1
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/11/12/national/taro-kono-south-korea-japan-asean-gsomia/#.Xcq3eFdKiUk
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/11/12/national/taro-kono-south-korea-japan-asean-gsomia/#.Xcq3eFdKiUk
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World War II.  However, given the intensifying U.S. pressure, it wouldn’t be a surprise to see 

some kind of agreement come out of the meeting, especially as both countries benefit from 

sharing intelligence on the common threat from North Korea.  If U.S. pressure does result in a 

cooling of tensions, it will serve as a reminder that even as the United States pulls back from its 

traditional role as global hegemon, the process will not necessarily be linear.  From time to time, 

officials will remember the U.S. interests in freezing old tensions like the one between Japan and 

South Korea and will take steps to cool those tensions.  All the same, the broader trend is for less 

U.S. engagement in the world rather than more. 

 

Germany:  Despite the continued headwinds from weak global growth and trade tensions, the 

latest Zew index of investor sentiment in Germany improved much more than expected to -2.1 

from -22.8 a month earlier.  Data due on Thursday could still show Germany slipping into 

recession, but the Zew data raise hopes for a quick turnaround.  The news should be positive for 

European equities. 

 

Italy:  New data suggest Italian banks have been a prime beneficiary of the ECB’s recent 

“tiering” of its negative interest-rate system.  Banks’ deposits at the ECB are now exempt from 

negative rates up to a certain amount, and Italian banks’ deposits at the ECB had been €38 billion 

lower than their maximum exemption.  In October, the data showed they therefore borrowed 

some €48 billion at negative rates from banks elsewhere in the Eurozone and increased their 

deposits at the ECB by some €37 billion, boosting profits through the arbitrage.  Given that the 

weakness in Italian banks has been a significant reason for pessimism about the Eurozone, any 

evidence that ECB policy adjustments are helping the sector should be helpful for Eurozone 

equities. 

 

Hong Kong:  For the past several months, protests have mostly been a weekend affair.  Students 

and young office workers, the most active in the protests, tended to go to school and work 

through the week and turn out on the weekends.  This week’s activity suggests the unrest is 

starting to bleed into the workweek and is becoming increasingly violent.  Increasing anger at the 

police is the apparent catalyst driving the extension of unrest.  Our position on Hong Kong is that 

Beijing will only move the PLA into the territory as a last resort.  A massive crackdown would 

likely push the U.S. Congress to send bills to the White House that would sanction China, 

putting the president into a very difficult spot.  If he signed the bills, trade talks would likely be 

over and positions between China and the U.S. would harden.  If he vetoed the bills, he would be 

open to the charge in the upcoming election of being “soft on China.”  At the same time, what 

has occurred in Hong Kong is “writing the script” for nationalists in Taiwan, and undermining 

support for unification.   

 

Evo’s out—now what?  Evo Morales has moved on to Mexico, who granted him asylum, 

leaving a power vacuum.  Those who opposed Morales were unhappy with his increasingly 

authoritarian behavior and his violation of the constitution’s ban on a fourth term as president.  

Unfortunately, that’s about all the opposition agrees on.  It isn’t clear who will replace him and 

what kind of support, or mandate his replacement will enjoy.  There is the potential that civil 

unrest could rise and, in the worst case, spread into neighboring countries.  We continue to 

monitor events.   

 

https://www.ft.com/content/240b9736-053a-11ea-a984-fbbacad9e7dd
https://www.ft.com/content/ba9d1970-04a6-11ea-a984-fbbacad9e7dd
https://www.ft.com/content/ba9d1970-04a6-11ea-a984-fbbacad9e7dd
https://www.politico.com/news/2019/11/11/hong-kong-protesters-pick-up-where-they-left-off-069719
https://nyti.ms/33BSFML
https://nyti.ms/33BSFML
https://www.wsj.com/articles/hong-kong-protesters-direct-anger-at-police-as-violence-flares-11573499473?shareToken=st5c81effdbf37436083cfd4c2b50dce2e
https://www.wsj.com/articles/hong-kong-protesters-direct-anger-at-police-as-violence-flares-11573499473?shareToken=st5c81effdbf37436083cfd4c2b50dce2e
https://www.hoover.org/sites/default/files/research/docs/clm50ms.pdf
https://www.axios.com/hong-kong-protests-enemies-of-the-people-carrie-lam-42998464-22fe-4035-88ff-2ade9d0cb82e.html
https://www.axios.com/hong-kong-protests-enemies-of-the-people-carrie-lam-42998464-22fe-4035-88ff-2ade9d0cb82e.html
https://www.axios.com/hong-kong-protests-enemies-of-the-people-carrie-lam-42998464-22fe-4035-88ff-2ade9d0cb82e.html
https://nyti.ms/2Q7F9fQ
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/global-opinions/bolivia-is-in-danger-of-slipping-into-anarchy-its-evo-moraless-fault/2019/11/11/53f1889a-04ac-11ea-ac12-3325d49eacaa_story.html?wpisrc=nl_todayworld&wpmm=1
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/global-opinions/bolivia-is-in-danger-of-slipping-into-anarchy-its-evo-moraless-fault/2019/11/11/53f1889a-04ac-11ea-ac12-3325d49eacaa_story.html?wpisrc=nl_todayworld&wpmm=1
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Chile:  President Piñera’s effort to end his country’s political protests by offering a rewrite of the 

constitution appears to be falling flat.  For the protestors, the problem is that Piñera proposed the 

rewrite be led by the corruption-plagued Congress.  For investors, the problem is that the rewrite 

creates a risk that Chile’s free-market economic model might be changed.  Chilean stocks fell 

1.5% yesterday. 

 

Oil production decline?  Financing difficulties and generally disappointing prices are leading to 

warnings from domestic oil firms that drilling activity is set to slow.  This may not lead to an 

immediate supply decline, but by later next year the slowing should become more noticeable.   

 

Odds and ends:  European signatories to the Iran nuclear deal are “extremely concerned” over 

recent reports of increased uranium enrichment activities.  China is lifting its export quotas for 

rare earths, perhaps in a bid to prevent the loss of market share to emerging competitors.  China 

has used rare earths in the past as a political weapon; this increase may suggest an abandonment 

of that policy.   

 

U.S. Economic Releases 

 

NFIB Small Business Optimism came in above expectations at 102.4 compared to the forecast of 

102.0. 
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The chart above shows the historical trend of the NFIB Small Business Optimism.  The rise in 

small business optimism was largely due to a modestly improved outlook on the economy and 

labor force. 

 

 

 

https://www.ft.com/content/91063320-04e8-11ea-a984-fbbacad9e7dd
https://www.wsj.com/articles/frackers-prepare-to-pull-back-exacerbating-a-slowdown-in-u-s-oil-growth-11573478550?shareToken=st8a7aa50794bf42b193bce04076a4c936
https://www.wsj.com/articles/frackers-prepare-to-pull-back-exacerbating-a-slowdown-in-u-s-oil-growth-11573478550?shareToken=st8a7aa50794bf42b193bce04076a4c936
https://www.politico.eu/article/european-powers-extremely-concerned-by-iran-nuclear-activities/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=493141980f-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_11_12_06_00&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-493141980f-190334489
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-11-11/china-sets-record-rare-earth-mining-quota-as-demand-rises
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-11-11/china-sets-record-rare-earth-mining-quota-as-demand-rises
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The table below shows the Fed events scheduled for the rest of the day. 

 

Speaker or event

12:55 Patrick Harker Speaks in New York President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia

18:00 Neel Kashkari Speaks in Madison, Wisconsin President of Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis

Fed Speakers or Events

Economic Releases

District or position

 No economic releases today

 
 

 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will add 

a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation.  
 
Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

Japan Machine Tool Orders y/y oct -37.4% -35.5% ** Equity and bond neutral

Australia NAB Business Conditions m/m oct 3 2 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

NAB Business Confidence m/m oct 2 0 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

New Zealand ANZ Trukometer Heavy m/m oct 2.5% 2.4% * Equity and bond neutral

Net Migration m/m sep 3440 3530 * Equity and bond neutral

South Korea Bank Lending to Household Total m/m oct KR874.1 Tril KR867.0 Tril ** Equity and bond neutral

EUROPE

Eurozone ZEW Survey Expectations m/m nov -1.0 -23.5 ** Equity and bond neutral

Germany ZEW Current Situation m/m nov -24.7 -25.3 -22.3 ** Equity and bond bearish

ZEW Survey Expectations m/m nov -2.1 -22.8 -13.0 ** Equity and bond neutral

UK Claimant Count Rate m/m oct 3.4% 3.3% *** Equity and bond neutral

Jobless Claims Change m/m oct 33.0k 21.1k *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

ILO Unemployment Rate 3m/3m m/m sep 3.8% 3.9% 3.9% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

AMERICAS

Canada Bloomberg Nanos Confidence w/w 8-Nov 57.0 56.7 ** Equity and bond neutral  
 

Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
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Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 190 190 0 Down

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 151 152 -1 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 39 38 1 Neutral

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 156 155 1 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 1.94 1.94 0.00 Down

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -39 -40 1 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 17 16 1 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar Up Up

euro Down Up

yen Up Down

pound Down Up

franc Up Up  
 

 

 

Commodity Markets 
 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
 

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $62.48 $62.18 0.48%

WTI $57.10 $56.86 0.42%

Natural Gas $2.68 $2.64 1.44%  

Crack Spread $14.96 $15.05 -0.63%

12-mo strip crack $17.44 $17.53 -0.53%

Ethanol rack $1.68 $1.67 0.29%

Gold $1,453.40 $1,455.86 -0.17%

Silver $16.80 $16.86 -0.37%

Copper contract $265.55 $266.40 -0.32%

Corn contract 373.25$       373.25$       0.00%

Wheat contract 506.00$       505.75$       0.05%

Soybeans contract 917.25$       917.00$       0.03%

Baltic Dry Freight 1345 1378 -33

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) 7.9

Gasoline (mb) -2.8

Distillates (mb) -0.6

Refinery run rates (%) -1.70%

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

DOE inventory report
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Weather 
 

The 6-10 day forecast is calling for much colder-than-normal temperatures for the Midwest and 

East Coast, with warmer-than-normal temperatures in the western half of the country.  Wet 

conditions are expected for most of the country excluding northern California.  The 8-14 day 

forecast is signaling a broad warming trend that will extend into the last week of the month.  This 

warming trend led to a selloff in natural gas prices yesterday. 
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Asset Allocation Weekly 
Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed using “top down,” 

or macro, analysis.  We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, updating this section every Friday.  
 

November 8, 2019 
 

The Federal Reserve, in its Financial Accounts of the United States database,1 has created a 

Distributional Financial Accounts sub-database that measures household wealth by percentile 

groups.  The data is only reported in four broad categories (Top 1%, 90% to 99%, 50% to 89%, 

and bottom 50%) and has a fairly short history, starting in Q3 1989.  However, even with these 

limitations, it offers some interesting insights into which different segments of society hold 

wealth. 

 

For starters, we group the data by the top 10% compared to the bottom 90%.   
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Both charts compare four categories of wealth—cash, equities, fixed income and residential real 

estate, including vacant land—relative to total assets.  A clear distinction between the two groups 

is that the top 10% hold most of their wealth in equities.  Real estate represents less than 20% for 

the top 10% but it’s around 40% of assets for the bottom 90% of households.  Equities represent 

around 40% of assets for the bottom 90% as well.  This tells us that booms and busts affect 

households differently relative to their wealth; a housing boom tends to make the bottom 90% 

wealthier, while a bull market in stocks is a bigger deal to the top 10%. 

 

The ratio of equity and real estate wealth for the top 10% to the bottom 90% highlights this 

factor. 

 

                                                 
1 This database was previously called the “Flow of Funds.” 
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Currently, the equity wealth of the top 10% exceeds the bottom 90% by 2.6x.  In terms of real 

estate, the bottom 90% hold more in total terms, but the two segments tend to mirror each other.   

 

Finally, the ratios of net worth and liabilities show a similar pattern. 
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The top 10% net worth exceeds the net worth of the bottom 90% by 2.2x.  Liabilities of the 

bottom 90% exceed those of the top 10% by 3.1x.   

 

These charts show the relative risk to the economy from various market events.  A bear market in 

equities will have much less of an impact on the economy than would declining home prices.  

Higher borrowing costs will hurt the bottom 90% more than the top 10%.  And, in terms of net 

worth, the difference between the top 10% and the bottom 90% highlights the precarious nature 

of the latter.   

  

 

 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative purposes only 

and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  The investment or strategy discussed may not be 

suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment objectives and financial 

circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change.  
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Data Section 

 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 11/11/2019 close) 
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These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  

 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 11/11/2019 close) 
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Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 
 

November 7, 2019 
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P/E as of 11/6/2019 = 18.5x

 
 

Based on our methodology,2 the current P/E is 18.5x, up 0.1x from last week.  The rise in the P/E 

is due to higher equity prices.   

 
 
This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the authors. It is based 
upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking statements expressed are subject to 
change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 
 

                                                 
2 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes two actual quarters (Q1 and Q2) and two estimates (Q3 and Q4). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


